Introduction {#sec1_1}
============

Major stroke affects more than 800,000 Americans and causes 140,000 deaths annually, and stroke resulting from cerebrovascular or ischemic disease has potentially severe consequences \[[@B1]\]. Despite having a range of noticeable symptoms, including a rapid decline in cognitive function, many strokes are never diagnosed \[[@B2]\]. Stroke may cause reduced cognitive capacity, increased disorientation, and, ultimately, onset of cognitive impairment and dementia \[[@B2]\]. Notably, researchers have long noted that major strokes contemporaneously cause rapid losses in cognitive function before stabilizing \[[@B3]\]. However, despite having a range of noticeable symptoms, many strokes are never diagnosed \[[@B4]\] and, additionally, many smaller strokes may not cause obvious symptoms, as evidenced by a high prevalence of undiagnosed microinfarctions in older adults \[[@B5]\].

Difficulties in reliably detecting strokes may lead to delays in diagnosis, suggesting that there is a need to identify novel methods to objectively detect the onset of a new stroke. A recent study proposed to identify onset of medical conditions using longitudinal pattern recognition models \[[@B6]\]. While these methods are promising, especially regarding their ability to disambiguate causes of cognitive decline in fields that currently do not make a clear distinction between causes \[[@B7]\], to our knowledge no studies to date have utilized pattern recognition to detect a new stroke.

The current study represents an initial attempt to apply pattern recognition modeling to the identification of stroke so as to more accurately identify the timing of stroke events while also examining the extent to which such events could be identified among individuals who do or do not report an incident stroke. We hypothesized that changes in episodic memory following the stroke pattern of cognitive decline would be evident in individuals reporting major stroke. Additionally, we hypothesized that using this method would also identify possible stroke events that may not reliably produce diagnosable symptoms.

Methods {#sec1_2}
=======

Data from waves 1--12 of the *Health and Retirement Study* (HRS), which collects cognitive data biennially starting in 1992 (response rate = 81.6% at baseline), were secondarily analyzed for this study. The HRS is open to enrollment at subsequent waves, and data are publicly available online ([http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu](http://www.hrsonline.isr.umich.edu)) \[[@B8]\]. Because of the intense analytic requirements for differential diagnostic routines, respondents without at least four waves of data were excluded. The analytic sample, therefore, included 16,113 respondents who were observed a total of 111,349 times for up to 20 years.

Measures {#sec1_3}
========

*Episodic memory* is a critical measure of cognitive functioning that is sensitive to cognitive aging and other dementing diseases \[[@B9]\]. To measure episodic memory, respondents were first provided with a list of ten words and asked to correctly recall to their best ability with each correct answer scoring one point. After approximately 10 min of intermediate distraction questions, respondents were asked again to repeat all ten words correctly to the interviewer to score the correct answers. The Total Episode Memory Index included the summation of both immediate and delayed verbal recall tests (/20 points). Because the first two waves utilized a 20-item word list, these waves were excluded from the current analyses.

*Orientation* measures the degree of confusion over everyday facts, such as the day of the week or the current president\'s name, that may indicate orientation in everyday life. In the HRS, orientation is measured among individuals aged 65 years and older using seven questions including the day of the week, date (month, day, year), object naming, and the name of the president and the vice president.

Diagnosis of Major Stroke {#sec2_1}
-------------------------

A history (and incidence) of diagnosed major stroke was recorded on intake and monitoring surveys, and by individuals and/or their proxy as necessary. This method has been shown to be highly reliable (area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve, AUC = 0.99) when identifying major stroke \[[@B10]\].

Inferential Diagnoses {#sec2_2}
---------------------

Diagnostic categories were defined using a pattern recognition algorithm that was applied to each respondent in the database. The goal was to identify individuals whose longitudinal patterns of decline matched a stroke-like pattern of stepwise decline similar to the pattern shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. To accomplish this, a program sifted through individual data and determined whether each person\'s data best fit the profile of a linear pattern of change, or a stepwise-linear pattern consistent with stroke pattern symptoms. Since the pattern recognition program was particularly sensitive to random variation in the first or last waves, onsets that occurred before the second or after the penultimate wave were ignored. Patient group (stroke vs. no stroke) and the best-fitting date of onset were recorded.

Respondent age in years, sex, race/ethnicity, and education in years were included in multivariable analyses. Since respondents with cognitive issues sometimes misreport current age, age in years was calculated using the interview date and the date of birth. Year of birth was included in longitudinal models to capture secular change in cognitive function. Since there is a common reduction in cognitive function at the first time point due to unfamiliarity with testing circumstances, a dichotomous indicator was incorporated that identified the first wave of assessment in both longitudinal modeling and pattern recognition analyses.

Statistical Analyses {#sec2_3}
--------------------

Means, standard deviations, and percentages were used to describe the sample. Crude incidence rates (IR) were stratified for age. Crude IR as well as age-standardized IR were provided. The predictive value of the pattern recognition process was then examined in relation to those who reported having a new major stroke; AUC, risk ratio, sensitivity, specificity, as well as positive and negative predictive values were reported.

Survival modeling was utilized to determine the predictive value of age and gender on the risk of incident stroke determined using diagnosis versus pattern recognition protocols. Due to the high likelihood of ties in repeated measures using survey data, the exact marginal-likelihood method was utilized to handle ties. The proportional hazard assumption was tested using Schoenfeld residuals.

Longitudinal modeling was utilized to examine rates of change in episodic memory preceding and following the onset of different types of stroke determination methods. Longitudinal modeling was utilized because it reliably estimates both level and rate of change in the outcome while adjusting for time-invariant and time-varying covariates \[[@B11]\]. Random intercepts were utilized to identify time-invariant capability; random slopes were utilized to model individual differences in the rate of change in cognition over time. An association between time and baseline capability was utilized to control for regression to the mean \[[@B12]\]. Covariate adjustment included age in years and female sex. Nested models were utilized to examine modeling assumptions. Models began by incorporating rates of change in episodic memory among those experiencing pattern-detected (p-)stroke (model 1), then for those reporting major stroke (model 2), then either experiencing p-stroke or diagnosed major stroke (model 3), and finally incorporating the overlap between incident p-stroke and major stroke (model 4).

Results {#sec1_4}
=======

Sample descriptive statistics (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) revealed that respondents were on average in their 60s, and the majority were female. On average, more than half of respondents (50.54%) were identified as having p-stroke-related decline over the observation period; p-stroke occurred 4.63 (SD = 4.72) years after the start of observation when detected using episodic memory. Among those with p-stroke, diagnoses of major stroke were reported 9.59 (SD = 4.74) years following the start of observation reflecting a difference of 4.963 (4.650--5.275) years (*p* \< 0.001).

The p-stroke IR using episodic memory was 41.48/1,000 (95% CI = 40.60--42.37) person-years. The IR of diagnosed major stroke was much lower at 8.13/1,000 (95% CI = 7.77--8.51) person-years. Concordance between major stroke and p-stroke was reasonable, highlighting a large burden of cases that remain undiagnosed (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

Efforts to utilize both episodic memory and orientation in a subset of respondents (online suppl. Table [S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; for all online suppl. material, see [www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000503002](http://www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000503002)) revealed that orientation-detected p-strokes were more common in those with episodic-memory-detected p-stroke, and each was fairly common both on its own and in conjunction with the second p-stroke identification. Notably, while detection of p-stroke from both episodic and orientation measures was the most sensitive (sensitivity = 0.81, specificity = 0.32), detection of both episodic memory and orientation-related strokes was a more specific indicator (sensitivity = 0.42, specificity = 0.74).

Analyses examining demographic correlates of p-stroke (online suppl. Table [S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) revealed that age was associated with an increased incidence of p-stroke and major stroke. Sensitivity analyses utilizing c-log-log modeling to determine the impact of categorical time-to-event data provided results similar to those shown in the survival analyses above (online suppl. Table [S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To examine differences in the severity of cognitive effects between diagnostic and p-stroke identification protocols, longitudinal analyses estimated the size of stroke-related decreases in cognitive function both for stroke and for p-stroke independently and in relation to one another (online suppl. Table [S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Analyses identified changes in cognitive function that were approximately 2 words lower (58.8% of one standard deviation for episodic memory) after a p-stroke (model 1). Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows results from this model showing simply the rate of cognitive decay expected in respondents with p-stroke and those without. Interestingly, the rate of decline in episodic memory was smaller among those who reported strokes than those with p-stroke (model 2). Adjusting for both stroke and p-stroke identified independent effects for each and marginally reduced the overall association between major stroke and episodic memory (model 3). Examining the comorbidity (model 4) suggested that p-stroke with reported stroke had the largest decrement in episodic memory, while p-stroke alone had the second largest decrement, and reported stroke without p-stroke held the smallest association with episodic memory.

Sensitivity Analyses Replicating p-Stroke Analysis Using Orientation {#sec2_4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the potential utility of additional testing to improve identification routines, we examined the utility of the orientation measure, which was collected only in a subgroup of individuals starting at 65 years of age. These results showed that p-stroke occurred approximately at the same time when using orientation 4.90 (SD = 4.81) and episodic memory 4.63 (SD = 4.72) for detection. The incidence of p-stroke detected using orientation was 20.37/1,000 (19.82--20.93) person-years, approximately half as common as when using orientation as compared to episodic memory (incidence rate ratio = 0.491 \[0.488-0.494\], *p* \< 0.001). Survival analyses revealed that age, female sex, education, and Black race were associated with the incidence of orientation-detected p-stroke (online suppl. Table [S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#sec1_5}
==========

There is a need to develop new objective indicators for stroke. This study sought, for the first time, to prospectively detect incident strokes using a pattern recognition protocol applied to serial indicators of cognitive functioning. Results showed that there was a potentially high burden of p-stroke in this population, and they also suggested that p-strokes were concordant with incident diagnoses of major stroke. This study examined the shape of longitudinal trajectories in order to identify patterns of cognitive dysfunction consistent with stroke. The method used represents a proof of concept that suggested that we could reliably identify self-reported strokes with fair accuracy. While intriguing, these results are still preliminary and suggest that additional refinement is required to make these types of analyses more useful in identifying stroke.

The proposed method reliably detected major stroke at a much earlier time point than diagnosis, but identified a large number of individuals lacking any diagnosis of major stroke during the observational period. Strokes may range in size and impact, and thus detected strokes may reflect, either, noise or an otherwise undetected stroke. The prevalence of smaller lesions and the type, location, and size needed to cause cognitive damage or impairment is unclear \[[@B13]\]. This lack of clarity represents a challenge to understanding clinical and population diagnoses, since gold standard diagnoses often rely on expensive neuroimaging or else on postmortem evidence \[[@B14]\]. Lacking evidence from neuroimaging, individuals or their representatives are asked to determine the timing of symptom onset in order to make a diagnosis \[[@B15]\]. As a result, only major strokes are diagnosed, most small strokes as well as many moderately large ones with only minor symptoms, or with symptoms that occur while sleeping, are never diagnosed. Since these processes are difficult to disentangle from processes like normal aging, studies do not make a clear distinction between causes \[[@B6]\].

A lack of objective and consistent identification methods can result in a lack of sufficient evidence linking specific risk factors to a unique disease etiology \[[@B16]\]. Additionally, substantial bias may arise from studies that examine risk factors specifically for stroke because those identified as experiencing stroke may be a different subset of individuals for whom symptoms were more noticeable or occurred in a context that magnified their impact. Improving our capacity to complete early diagnosis creates an opportunity to lower patient risks, prevent complications, and also help individuals to better prepare for their future \[[@B17]\]. Thus, there is a need to develop methods to reliably identify causes of cognitive decline and to accurately identify methods for reliably diagnosing the etiology of that decay \[[@B18]\]. Years of preclinical cognitive decline in longitudinal data fit the natural history of p-stroke and in turn imply the possibility of utilizing population-based data mining techniques to improve identification. Distinct from models based on neuropsychological test cutoffs and using slope methods, the current method emphasizes patterns of within-person changes over time.

Among respondents who completed both episodic memory and orientation tasks, many of those experiencing p-stroke cognitive decays also showed reduced orientation. The specificity to detect major stroke diagnoses improved when relying on both episodic memory and orientation measures, supporting the view that major stroke is better detectable because it has more severe symptoms. Future work should determine the extent to which the degree of concordance across measures might be used as a grading scheme for stroke severity.

The methods and results of this study suggest that strokes may be characterized by cognitive declines that do not revert. The mechanism for such a pattern is not addressed in the current investigation; however, it likely includes changes in white matter connectivity \[[@B19]\], which result in immediate function impairments in nearby cortical tissue \[[@B20]\]. However, alternative mechanisms may include the activation of glial cells with concurrent cognitive decay \[[@B21]\] and interference in functional pathways necessary for complex learning and memory processes \[[@B22]\].

Limitations

This study may be one of the earliest studies to specifically focus on modeling both healthy aging while differentiating causes of neuropathology using pattern recognition. Nevertheless, this method is designed to identify p-stroke, rather than to provide definitive diagnoses, so it is impossible to clarify the etiology of p-stroke in this study. This study was limited in relying on self-reported diagnoses of major stroke, which are known to underestimate the actual prevalence of microstrokes and other possible types of cerebrovascular diseases. While this study may have contributed to identifying a large burden of smaller strokes that have implications for cognitive functioning, further research is needed to validate p-stroke detection routines using biomarkers including, for example, neuroimaging markers. Although episodic memory is recognized as a central symptom for neuropathological injury and to measure brain aging, strokes not fitting the pattern utilized for recognition efforts may be missed.

We did not utilize missing data to inform pattern detection routines; however, there is a chance that data are missing due to an incipient stroke. Since such efforts were beyond the scope of this study, future work is needed to determine effective methods to integrate informative missing data into these analyses. Respondents in the current study included a wide array of American residents from disparate social and racial backgrounds. Nevertheless, further work is needed in racial/ethnic subgroups to determine whether the efficacy of p-stroke detection efforts is modified by demographic characteristics. Finally, this study had data requirements including a large number of follow-ups occurring over a relatively long period that may make the method less useful in other longitudinal studies of cognitive function in old age.

Implications {#sec1_6}
============

Accurately identifying the burden of stroke in epidemiological studies is expensive and difficult, often relying on neuroimaging in order to identify these factors, thereby resulting in a large burden of disease that remains undiscovered \[[@B23]\]. This is problematic for research since those lacking diagnoses are likely to differ systematically from those who are diagnosed, including due to the level of health care access, and the level of connection with family members or friends who may help to identify symptoms. This study sought to inferentially identify the incidence of stroke by utilizing longitudinal patterns of decline in episodic memory and, in sensitivity analyses, in orientation. These results were promising and highlighted a potentially large burden of heretofore unobserved cerebrovascular diseases in most older Americans. While benefits to research are clear, clinical benefits may include the potential for earlier stroke detection in clinics where cognitive screening is routine. Given the push by the Alzheimer\'s Association to include cognitive screening in annual wellness visits for US Medicare patients \[[@B24]\], this protocol has the potential to assist clinicians in the earlier detection of stroke in a large proportion of older Americans at a point when interventions may be feasible to reduce the risk of additional strokes. Given the large IR differences, this study suggests that more work is warranted to replicate, extend, and validate the current model using data with more pathological measures.
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###### 

Sample characteristics at baseline of eligible participants for the entire sample separated by inferential diagnosis

  Characteristic                 Whole sample   No p-stroke    p-stroke
  ------------------------------ -------------- -------------- --------------
  Age (mean ± SD), years         61.97 ± 8.71   59.72 ± 7.33   64.17 ± 9.36
  Education (mean ± SD), years   12.21 ± 3.38   12.43 ± 3.24   12.36 ± 3.19
                                                               
  Individuals, %                                               
    Race/ethnicity                                             
      White                      76.02          74.41          77.59
      Black                      13.77          14.79          12.77
      Hispanic                   8.25           8.90           7.61
      Other                      1.96           1.90           2.02
    Female sex                   58.91          57.06          60.72

###### 

Concordance between diagnoses of major stroke and incident cerebrovascular and ischemic diseases detected using a longitudinal pattern recognition methodology

                              Major stroke   No major stroke
  --------------------------- -------------- -----------------
  p-stroke                    1,365          7,499
  No p-stroke                 656            6,593
  AUC (95% CI)                0.580          (0.569--0.591)
  Risk ratio (95% CI)         1.78           (l.634--1.939)
  Sensitivity                                0.675
  Specificity                                0.468
  Positive predictive value                  0.154
  Negative predictive value                  0.910

See text for abbreviations.
